LICENSE AGREEMENT
FOR NON-COMMERCIAL RESEARCH USE OF
Cataract Mobile Periocular Database (CMPD)

Introduction

Children Multimodal Periocular Database (CMPD) contains periocular images of pre-surgery and post-surgery cataract patients. In pre-post surgery, 145 and 99 subjects are present. However, 56 subjects are common in pre, and post set. The database contains 2380 number of samples of 4608 x 3456 resolution. These images are captured via a mobile device which has 16-megapixel camera resolution.

Consent

The researcher(s) agrees to the following conditions on the Cataract Mobile Periocular Database (CMPD):

1. Cataract Mobile Periocular Database is a valuable intellectual property.
2. The researcher(s) shall have no rights with respect to the Database or any portion thereof and shall not use the Database except as expressly set forth in this Agreement.
3. Subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement, the Cataract Mobile Periocular Database is available for non-commercial research use only, a royalty-free, nonexclusive, non-transferable, license subject to the following conditions:
   3.1 The Database is only for the non-commercial research use and available to those direct research colleagues who belong to the same research institution and have adhered to the terms of this license.
   3.2 The Database will not be copied nor distributed in any form other than for backup.
   3.3 The Database will only be used for research purposes and will not be used nor included in commercial applications in any form.
   3.4 Any work made public, whatever the form, based directly or indirectly on any part of the Database will include the following reference:


I hereby accept to adhere by the terms and conditions of this license agreement.

_________________________________                         _____________________________
NAME and DESIGNATION (in capitals)                     SIGNATURE and DATE

_________________________________
ORGANIZATION and ADDRESS